CANOEMODEL KITS
10 quality easy to build models with many new options and accessories.
The E.M. White Guide canoe kits are the main models of
our site. Available in five sizes, ranging from 24” up to a huge
96”! All built with a time proven method, which guarantees
anyone with basic hand tools, can build a beautiful canoe or
kayak! Each kit is made from quality native woods and accurately cut and labeled for a straight forward assembly, assuring an heirloom you will be proud of. Any paddling or outdoor enthusiast will be thrilled to get this great kit and brag
that they built it them selves. The canoe kits have evolved in
to the easiest and best quality canoe or kayak model kits out
there today! Starting at $139.00 .
The 54, 72 & 96 canoe can be fitted with the Chandelier light
kit, Easy to install and will turn your masterpiece into a shining Chandelier that will be useful for
years to come.

“Building the strip canoe & kayak
model” plans book is for the person
who wants to cut all of their own strips
and other parts, as well cutting out the
forms using the full size patterns and
instructions. Build the 72, 54 & 36 canoes and a 42” strip kayak. A great
value.

42” strip or stitch & glue kayak are scale models of the most
popular home bullt kayaks. All easy to build with CNC cut parts,
panels, coamings and forms. Either 42” or 72” stitch & glue. So
much fun to build, just like the real thing. The educational value of building one of these is limitless. Step by step DVD included with each kit.
Now lets get to the Canoe Chandeliers Both the ready to install
light or the build your own kit, have been very popular. No surprise really, since each one is hand made by a skilled craftsman, one at a time. Quailtiy woods such as the clear native
pine, Red Cedar gunwales, seats, thwarts and deck caps give a
rich antique look. 4 in 1 LED Flat panel lights with three shades
of white that are also dimmable. Low energy consumption.
Build your own with one of our complete kits, or buy it ready
made by Canoe Model Kits. Full time craftsman's builds each
canoe, one at a time to your specifications. Three sizes to
choose from. The big 96” or 8 footer canoe with choice of lights.
A long time favorite 72 has been built many different ways,

www.CANOEMODELKITS.com
Questions & Orders can be taken over the phone
401-218-8706 EST, 8 to 6 pm
or email Ray at: info@canoemodelkits.com .

